Based on an idea due to Bardeen and Pearson, we formulate the light-front Hamiltonian problem for SU (N ) Yang-Mills theory in (2 + 1)-dimensions using two continuous space-time dimensions and the remaining space dimension discretised on a lattice. We employ analytic and numerical methods to investigate the continuum limit and the glueball spectrum for N = ∞. In this limit, EguchiKawai reduction to a (1 + 1)-dimensional theory takes place. Preliminary results show qualitative agreement with recent Euclidean lattice Monte Carlo simulations.
Introduction
It seems important to develop practical light-front field theory methods since only these promise first principle calculations of hadron structure functions, although very few light-front calculations have been performed for non-abelian gauge theory above (1 + 1)-dimensions. A number of years ago Bardeen and Pearson [1] formulated a light-front Hamiltonian lattice gauge theory, which makes use of the fact that two components of the gauge field are unphysical. In this approach two spacetime dimensions are continuous while the remaining transverse spatial dimensions are discretised on a lattice. Performing light-front quantisation in light-front gauge leads to a simple elimination of unphysical components, leaving a set of coupled SU (N ) × SU (N ) non-linear sigma models for the pure-glue transverse degrees of freedom. Lacking a useful solution of the non-linear models, they proposed to replace the unitary link matrices on the transverse lattice with linearised ones along with some effective potential to enforce the constraint. A subsequent study [2] of SU (∞) gauge theory in (3 + 1)-dimensions produced a very rough glueball spectrum. The results were inconclusive partly due to the complexity of the computation and the lack of any reliable data to compare with at that time. During the intervening 15 years, the conventional Euclidean Lattice Monte Carlo (ELMC) technique has become a powerful tool in the solution of strongly interacting field theories and it seems opportune to re-examine the idea of Ref. [1] in the light of the new results.
We have chosen to simplify the problem in this exploratory study by choosing SU (∞) Yang-Mills theory in (2 + 1)-dimensions. This not only helps to reduce the complexity of the transverse lattice calculation, but allows us to make comparison with spectra generated by recent ELMC calculations [3] , which we shall unashamedly use as a benchmark. The large-N limit is also useful since it allows one to map the transverse lattice onto a single link [4] -a Hamiltonian realisation of Eguchi-Kawai reduction [5] . We will apply analytic and numerical techniques to search for the continuum limit by measuring the transverse string tension and glueball spectrum. A more comprehensive study will be presented in a future publication.
Transverse Lattices.
The reader is referred to the original literature [1, 2] 
where α, β ∈ {x 0 , x 2 }, U x 1 +a,x 1 = U † x 1 ,x 1 +a , and
In light-front coordinates x ± = (x 0 ± x 2 )/ √ 2, we take x + as canonical time and choose the light-front gauge ∂ − A − = 0, setting the zero mode dx − A − equal to zero as a dynamical approximation. The theory has a conserved current
at each transverse lattice site x 1 . The field A + is constrained, obeying (∂ − ) 2 A + = g 2 J + /a at each lattice site. Solving this constraint leaves an action in terms of physical fields only
where the pole in the second term is regulated by a principle value prescription (likewise in Eqns. (7) and (14)). There remains residual gauge symmetry under x − -independent transformations at each site
In an ideal world, this is the action one would quantise, taking the dimensionless parameter ag 2 → 0 for the transverse continuum limit. Although some attempt has been made to do this quantisation [6] , success has been elusive. Instead we perform the linearisation suggested by the original authors [1] .
In this scheme one replaces the unitary link variables U with N × N complex matrices M , that is U → 2ag 2 M , adding to the action some gauge invariant effective potential V (M ) to mimic the constraint on the original variables U . The new lattice action has the same symmetry as the old and, if universality holds, by choosing V (M ) so as to restore space-time symmetries we obtain the gauge theory continuum limit of hadrons. However, this is only a plausibility argument since the appropriate renormalisation group techniques to calculate the flow of the parameters in V (M ) are missing.
we determine V (M ) through empirical analysis of the lattice model.
In this work, we include in V (M ) all terms up to fourth order in linearised link fields which are local and contain one color trace
Since we will also use the N = ∞ limit, we do not distinguish U (N ) from SU (N ), and the effective gauge coupling is g 2 N . With linear fields it is now straightforward to derive light-front momentum and
The zero mode of the A + constraint equation forces zero charge dx − J + x 1 = 0 at each lattice site, giving a Hilbert space at fixed x + formed from all possible closed Wilson loops of link matrices on the lattice
The x − co-ordinate of each link field remains arbitrary and the number of links M x 1 ,x 1 +a must equal the number of anti-links M x 1 +a,x 1 . Since the loop-loop coupling constant is 1/N , we do not include any more than single loops in the Hilbert space; we deal with a free string theory.
2 When P 1 = 0 and N → ∞, we can simply drop the site indices from M and P α and the Eguchi-Kawai reduction to a one link lattice becomes apparent [4] . That is, in this frame our theory is isomorphic to a theory defined on a one link lattice with periodic boundary conditions where P α acts on a basis of zero winding number loops.
In momentum space
where the modes satisfy equal-x + commutators
In the last two expressions i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, λ, ρ ∈ {+1, −1}, and (a l,ij (k))
creates a link mode with orientation ± on the lattice. The reduced states corresponding to P 1 = 0 and fixed P + can be written as linear combinations of singlet Fock basis states (summation on repeated indices implied)
where we set the winding number n = l + ρ + · · · + σ equal to zero. It remains to find the coefficient functions f , cyclically symmetric in their arguments, which diagonalise the Hamiltonian P − and hence the (mass) 2 operator 2P + P − with eigenvalue M 2 .
3 The Boundstate Problem.
The renormalisation of the quantum theory involves only a self-energy correction to the propagator as has been discussed before [2] . We will assume that this has been done. Explicitly one finds
where
There are a number of ways to proceed with the diagonalisation of P − ; we will employ both the analytic method of using an ansatz for the f 's, and the numerical one of discretising the momenta k (DLCQ [8] ).
The theory possesses several discrete symmetries. Charge conjugation induces the symmetry C :
There are two orthogonal reflection symmetries P 1 and P 2 either of which may be used as 'parity.' If P 1 :
formalism. Its explicit operation is known only for free particles [9] , which we call "Hornbostel parity."
The latter is nevertheless useful since it is often an approximate quantum number and can be used to estimate P 2 [10] . Given P 2 and P 1 we can determine whether spin J is even or odd using the relation
If rotational symmetry has been restored in the theory, states of spin J = 0 should form
. We use "spectroscopic notation" |J | P1C to classify states.
There are various criteria for fixing the parameters µ 2 , λ 1 , and λ 2 of the effective potential V (M ).
They are unknown functions of the dimensionless parameter ag 2 N = 1/β, while g 2 N should set the overall mass scale in the continuum limit. Write M 2 as
where an overall g 4 N 2 has been taken out of V to set its scale. The 'lattice' Hamiltonian H L from the square brackets must have vanishing mass gap as β → ∞ for a finite physical spectrum.
Next, we introduce a method for measuring the string tension in the x 1 direction. Consider a lattice with n transverse links and periodic boundary conditions. We construct a basis of Polyakov loops or "winding modes" that wind once around this lattice and calculate the lowest eigenvalue M 2 . Because of Eguchi-Kawai reduction, this is equivalent to using Polyakov loops of winding number n on the singlelink periodic lattice (Eq. (11) with n = 0). In the continuum limit a → 0, na fixed, ∆(M )/∆(n) a measures the string tension. The continuum limit is partially fixed by requiring vanishing ∆(M )/∆(n).
While this would signal vanishing lattice spacing, it by no means ensures rotational invariance since we have treated the action anisotropically. We can attempt to ensure rotational invariance by forming parity doublets in our glueball spectrum. In an ideal world, all of the above conditions would lead to a consistent choice for V (M ).
Analytic Arguments.
The behavior of the coefficient functions f in Eq. (11) when any one of the arguments vanishes is
Specifying also the number of nodes of f as a function of momenta, one can make a sensible ansatz. To a first approximation (generic V (M )) an eigenstate |Ψ has predominantly a fixed number of link fields p, the mass increasing with p due to the mass term µ 2 in (17). For a given p, the energy also tends to increase with the number of nodes in the wavefunction f due to the J.J term in (17), which is in fact a positive contribution. Thus one expects the lowest two glueballs eigenstates to be approximately
with the lowest state having positive symmetric f +1,−1 (k, P + − k), corresponding to 0 ++ , and first (n subscripts) and f −1,+1,+1,+1,...,+1 (n + 2 subscripts) respectively. Since b = 0 we choose an ansatz in which they are constant. 3 Using these two states as a basis, we obtain a 2 × 2 mass squared matrix
For large n one obtains a linear spectrum M ≈ n (λ 2 + g 2 N ) /a and the vanishing bare tension condi-
When λ 2 is close to its critical value, the off-diagonal terms in (20) become important and one must tune λ 1 + λ 2 → 0 for finite lowest eigenvalue; i. e. the amplitude to create an extra link-anti-link pair would otherwise grow indefinitely with n. A finite mass for the winding n ground state is obtained in the continuum limit a → 0, na fixed, when λ 2 and λ 1 have the form in which case
String theory arguments indicate that oscillations of the winding mode transverse to itself yield a form
2 − σπ/3, the constant correction being due to Casimir energy [12] . However our ansatz took wavefunctions constant in momentum space and therefore localised in position space perpendicular the the loop. Hence creating an extra link-anti-link is just a longitudinal effect on the string in this case, merely renormalising the tension σ.
Numerical Arguments.
In this section we restrict the number of link fields in our basis (8) to be p ≤ p max and discretise momenta by demanding antiperiodicity of the fields in x − → x − + L (we use the method of [11] to handle the IR divergence). For fixed integer valued cut-off K = LP + /(2π) momenta are labeled by odd half integers
We diagonalise the Hamiltonian on a computer and study the system as p max → ∞ and K → ∞. At fixed (p max , K) we swept the coupling constant space of V (M ) looking for conditions of vanishing string tension, vanishing mass gap of the H L spectrum, parity doublets in the latter, etc. We will show here some preliminary results of this attempt to identify the continuum limit, postponing a full account to a later publication.
Unless otherwise stated we use units for M 2 such that g 2 N/a = 1 in what follows. Fig. 1 ), where p max = n + 4, and K = 10.5 or 11. This is an estimate of vanishing bare string tension. Also shown is a line such that the M 2 eigenvalues are approximately degenerate for n = 3, 4, and 5. [3] for various |J | P1C . The parameters g 2 N/a = 3.44, aµ 2 = 0.2g 2 N , λ 1 = 0.34g 2 N , and λ 2 = 1.27g 2 N were chosen by a best fit to the lattice data, χ 2 = 45, where p max = 6 and K = 14. Similar spectra are found in other regions of coupling constant space above the 'wedge-shaped region' (Fig. 3) . Our error estimates are solely for the purpose of performing the χ 2 fit. We label the lowest 2 −− and second 0 −− states based on the expectation value of p. We determine (−1) J based on Hornbostel parity [10] ; the exception is the |J | +− sector where Hornbostel parity gave exactly the opposite of the desired results.
small n points to the existence of a 'deconfining' transition radius. 4 Fig. 2 picks out parameters leading to almost vanishing bare string tension; that is, the continuum limit. Comparing Figs. 2 and 3 , we see that a continuum limit with a non-tachyonic spectrum occurs only for the "wedge shaped region"
In this region, the continuum limit occurs for µ 2 ≈ 0 to within numerical errors. The λ 2 < 0 region is in agreement with the analytic estimate of the previous subsection.
A prediction for the physical glueball spectrum requires us to assume a scaling form for {µ 2 (β), λ 1 (β), λ 2 (β)} and then extrapolate measurements at various values of β to β = ∞. For this exploratory study, we used instead a best fit to the ELMC results of Teper [3] to give further information on coupling constant space and help label the J of our states when this was ambiguous. Although Fig. 4 indicates that qualitative agreement can be obtained with the ELMC data, there is alarming discrepancy from the expected degenerate parity doublets. This discrepancy is responsible for almost all of the χ 2 error in our fitting procedure. There are undoubtedly errors associated with K, and p max , but we do not feel that they are sufficient to account for the differences. In fact, we have examined spectra for K = 10, p max = 4, 6, 8, extrapolating to large p max along with p max = 6, K = 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, extrapolating to large K and compared our results to large N extrapolated ELMC spectra; in either case we saw no great improvement in our results. Based on SU (2), SU (3), and SU (4) calculations, the ELMC results indicate that 1/N corrections to the spectrum are quite small [3] .
Conclusions.
We have investigated the transverse lattice gauge theory idea of Bardeen and Pearson [1] for (2 + 1)-dimensions in the large-N limit, using linearised link variables and an empirical effective potential V (M ).
We identified a choice for V (M ) which came close to vanishing string tension on the transverse lattice, although this is not too surprising in view of the fact that it consists essentially of scalar mass and hopping terms. The glueball spectrum in the vicinity agreed qualitatively with that coming from the presumably reliable Euclidean lattice Monte Carlo results [3] . Most importantly however we did not see significant signs of rotational invariance which could lead one to conclude that the transverse gauge dynamics were correctly accounted for by V (M ). We believe that our choice (5) is probably too simple and that higher order terms are necessary to see some improvement on this issue. However, we cannot yet rule out the possibility that the lattice spacing has not been taken effectively small enough due to p max truncation errors, or even that we are separated from the continuum limit by some large-N phase transition. Nevertheless it seems that enough agreement was obtained to make a more careful and extensive calculation desirable.
